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मैं तो जाऊँ बालवािटका

मैं तो जाऊँ बालवािटका,

हम सब जाए ँबालवािटका,

बालवािटका, बालवािटका, बालवािटका। 

हो! हो! हो!

बसता भी नहीं ह,ै 

िकताबें भी नहीं हैं,

तो िफर क्ा ह?ै

तरह-तरह के खेल हैं, 

खले-खले में पढ़ना ह।ै

ऐसी हमारी बालवािटका, 

मौज भरी है बालवािटका। 

बालवािटका, बालवािटका, बालवािटका। 

हो! हो! हो!

बालवािटका





 

Foreword

India has a celebrated tradition of nurturing children's formative years through a  
well-defined process, widely known as sanskars. Transmitted from one generation to 
another, these sanskars pave the way for adequate care to be taken in the first eight 
years of children's lives to favourably shape every aspect of their growth, behaviour and 
capabilities in the later years. 

Keeping in view the importance of this stage, the National Education Policy 
(NEP) 2020, aptly recommends bringing the foundational five years (children from 3–8 
years of age) into the domain of school education. An individual's lifelong learning, social 
and emotional behaviour and overall health depend upon this stage. Besides, children 
also require diligent support for the development of their physiological and motor skills 
to attain literacy, numeracy and creative and aesthetic sensibilities in the cognitive 
domain. The policy recommends an exclusive National Curriculum Framework for this 
stage, which comprehensively guides the whole education system to not only provide 
high-quality education at the foundational stage but also to carry this momentum forward 
to the next stages of school education. 

The National Curriculum Framework for Foundational Stage (NCF-FS) recommends 
early childhood care and education to be rooted in Indian culture and ethos. Besides, it 
also focuses on integrating a child's experiences at home with the knowledge, skills 
and attitudes which would be developed within the precinct of the school. This marks a 
departure from the prevailing system of merely learning from books to a more congenial 
play-way and competency-based learning system, where a child's engagement with what 
they do and learn becomes more important. 

Following this recommendation, the syllabus for the Foundational Stage has, therefore, 
been anchored on the conceptual foundations of Panchkoshiya Vikas (the development 
of the five layers of human personality) as elucidated in the Taittiriya Upanishad, a part 
of the Taittiriya Samhita of the Krishna Yajur Veda so as to enable the 'Self' to be realised 
by the individual as the ultimate goal of life, thereby ensuring a harmonious blending of 
India's cherished civilisational wisdom with the contemporary outlook of an individual's 
holistic development. 

The success of this effort would obviously depend on the steps, that anganwadis, 
schools and concerned institutions will take to encourage children at this stage to develop 
appropriate competencies. In order to achieve this, various learning and teaching materials 
available both in print as well as online, on the recommended curriculum websites, need 
to be utilised. Parents should also do the same under the careful guidance of anganwadis, 
schools and concerned institutions. 
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The designers of the syllabus have done their part by arranging different competencies 
that are to be honed sequentially in all five years of learning. While doing so, they 
have also addressed the issues pertaining to the content load. They have done this by 
restructuring and reorienting the process of knowledge acquisition at different levels of 
foundational learning. Greater attention to child psychology and the time that would be 
available for learning and teaching in different setups have been kept in mind to achieve 
this objective. 

This activity book, developed for children of Balvatika, has been developed taking 
care of the perspectives of NEP 2020 and has attempted to provide competency-based 
worksheets in a simple, interesting and engaging manner. The book has integrated arts 
and crafts through which teachers make children aware and motivated to appreciate the 
aesthetic sense inherent in such activities. The activity book also provides situational 
awareness to transact the underlying concepts easily in their own contexts. This activity 
book is rich in substance; providing varied experiences, and integrating play-way 
methods of learning through toys and games along with a variety of other activities, and 
questions that lead children to develop critical thinking and problem-solving abilities. 
Besides, the activity book includes rich subject matter and activities to help children 
develop the necessary sensitivity towards our environment. Additionally, the activity 
book also provides ample scope for our States/UTs to add content with local perspectives 
in the learning-teaching material that they may develop as per the recommendations of 
NEP 2020. 

The NCERT appreciates the hard work done by the Committee set up to develop this 
syllabus and learning-teaching material for Foundational Stage. I thank the Chairperson 
of this Committee, Professor Shashi Kala Wanjari and all other members for completing 
this task in time and in such an admirable way. I am also thankful to all institutions and 
organisations, which have generously extended their help and assistance in making this 
possible. I am specially thankful to Dr K Kasturirangan, the Chairperson of the National 
Steering Committee, and its other members including those of the Mandate Group and 
the Review Committee for their timely and valuable suggestions, which have been of 
immense value in conceptualising and developing this activity book. 

As an organisation committed to reforming school education in Bharat and bringing 
in continuous improvement in the quality of all learning and teaching material which it 
develops, NCERT will look forward to critical comments and suggestions from all its 
stakeholders to further improve upon these textbooks. 

27th January 2023  Dinesh Prasad Saklani  
New Delhi  Director, NCERT
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about the activity book

The foundational stage which includes children in the age group of 3 to 8 years is of 
utmost importance and this is the period when the young brain develops at a rapid rate 
than any other time in an individual’s life. For a healthy brain development, the children 
need positive learning experiences catering to all the domains of development. The 
positive and planned experiences will build a foundation for future learning of young 
children, their health, their behaviour and success in future life. The everyday playful 
experiences shape a young child’s brain. The exemplar worksheets (total 92) given in 
‘ANAND — Activity Book for Balvatika’ portray the same. 

The best way of helping children learn at this stage is offering them play based 
activities based on ‘simple to complex’, ‘familiar to unfamiliar’ and ‘concrete experiences 
to abstract ideas approach’ according to their age and developmental level. The role 
of teachers and adults is to provide age and developmentally appropriate play-based 
activities and experiences. These would be in the form of real, hands-on experiences 
followed by worksheets. The purposefully planned worksheets would help children gain 
understanding of different competencies and strengthen their foundational skills.

A child learns best when there is joy in learning, hence providing independence and 
flexibility to children while doing any task is very important. Well designed integrated 
worksheets for Balvatika give children an opportunity to learn through practice, 
discussions and learning by doing. It promotes the use of concrete experiences (before 
using the worksheets) and use of locally available material and natural resources rather 
than traditional teacher-led classrooms. These worksheets would provide children an 
opportunity to connect their visual memories with concepts learned in the classroom and 
also connect with their prior experiences. 

The exemplar worksheets have been developed to provide opportunities for children 
with diverse capabilities for joyful learning in order to exhibit grade level outcomes. 
As suggested in NEP 2020, the focus of education should be on the development of 
competency rather than on transferring content only. The nurturing of young minds 
through critical thinking, problem solving, communication skills, creativity, empathy, 
etc., along with regular foundational literacy and numeracy is the need of the hour 
and thus calls for a modified approach in designing learning-teaching materials. The 
National Curricular Framework for the Foundational Stage (NCF-FS 2022) places 
huge importance on taking all the domains of development in synchronisation and 
hence integration of the same has been kept at the core. ‘Panchakosha’ (as mentioned in 
NCF-FS) has been placed at the centre to draft academic content and visual images for 
the children, so that physical development (annamaya kosha), life energy (pranamaya 
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kosha), emotional development (manomaya kosha), cognitive development (vijnanamaya 
kosha), bliss (anandamaya kosha), all can be catered simultaneously. 

These worksheets would promote school readiness for children and make sure that they 
are aware of the basic language and cognitive skills required to enter the formal school 
system. For a smooth transition, it is important that children acquire skills in advance, 
which would help them to perform age-appropriate activities. These worksheets will help 
the children to develop and practice healthy and safe habits, enhance sensory perceptions, 
build a fit and flexible body, develop emotional intelligence, logical thinking and expression 
through art.

These worksheets would help the children to develop fine motor skills, logical thinking, 
and learn things on their own. These exemplar worksheets are based on competencies (as 
given in NCF-FS, 2022) and have suggestive ideas and questions that a teacher or a parent 
can ask the child to assess their understanding.

How to use the Worksheets (for Teachers or Adults)
	 	 	The worksheets (catering all the five domains) for Balvatika are designed in a manner 

that these can be easily cut for use. The worksheets can be removed from the activity 
book and later be kept in a portfolio that will also help the teachers or parents to 
assess children’s work. This will help the children to work and focus on a single 
worksheet and not get distracted by other worksheet activities.

	 	 	Similar worksheets may be created to ensure holistic learning of different domains.
	 	 	The worksheets can be taken as examples and teachers can create more exercises 

based on the concepts. For instance, a given worksheet can be modified by reducing 
the number of objects, changing the shapes, etc.

	 	 	Use local resources and materials and introduce the concepts of nature wherever 
possible before and while using the worksheets, for example, creating patterns with 
leaves, making rangoli with dried flowers, twigs, etc.

	 	 	Use the real or concrete  objects, stories and examples as per your region and 
contextualise them to relate to a child’s life. For example, adding folklore, regional 
rhymes or songs, before doing the worksheet on animals, ask children about the 
animals they see in their surroundings or zoo, pets at their home, etc., so that children 
can connect their concrete experiences with learning.

	 	 	The worksheets will help the teacher to assess the child’s performance in a formative 
way rather than a formal summative assessment at the end of the activity, observe 
children during discussions or while performing in the class and identify the learning 
gaps and facilitate accordingly.

	 	 	Foster creativity and independence, allow exploration, and hands-on experiences 
before doing the worksheets and let children form their own ideas around the concept. 
Let each child work at their own pace.
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	 	 	Promote socio-emotional development by creating an interactive classroom and 
promote child-to-child and child-to-teacher interaction as much as possible.

	 	 	Use child-friendly, appreciative and positive words for children and make them feel  
seen and heard, for example, present the drawings, collages created by children on 
classroom walls, in the Balvatika corridor or verandah, etc.

	 	 	Make sure to have special provisions and customised versions of these worksheets 
for children with special needs, for example, allow children to use stamps in case 
they have a problem with holding writing tools, provide audio description of pictures 
for visually impaired children, etc. 

	 	 	Encourage children to keep their belongings in a designated place to develop positive 
habits. Also, ask them to keep back the items used (colours, brushes, blocks, etc.) 
after completing a worksheet.

	 	 	Keep repeating the rhymes and songs during the transition time from one activity 
to another and include dance and actions to ensure coordination and flexible body 
movements whenever possible.

The purpose of the worksheets given here is to provide the teachers or parents with some 
exemplary ideas and in no way does this serve as the complete or prescribed workbook. It 
provides liberty to imagine, add or skip the worksheet based on the children’s context and 
needs. Some connection is to be established between the home and classroom vocabulary 
and create a sense of enjoyment while doing these worksheets. 

  





Activity 1: My Picture Frame

Encourage children to draw the parts of their own face and colour it. 
Later ask them to create the frame of their picture by continuing the 
given pattern using colourful crayons.

Activity 2: All About Me!

Let children talk about themselves and their family. Ask children to 
paste their family photograph in the space provided. Then encourage 
children to draw or fill their favourite colour, draw their favourite shape 
in the given space. Let children sing the rhyme ‘Myself’ with actions.

Activity 3: Understanding Self

Help the children understand that they are part of a family, and that 
every member plays a different role in their families. Hold a discussion 
with children about how to follow their family values and traditions.

Activity 4: My Family and My Friends

Let children observe the picture and talk about it. For example, ask 
questions such as — “What is happening in the picture?” Once children 
have observed the picture, let them talk about it in detail. Then ask 
anticipatory questions from children for example — “Do you also visit 
someone’s house with your parents? When you go to someone’s house, 
how do you greet them? Whose house do you like to visit the most? If 

 help with the worksheets

The following are the notes for the teachers to help children while doing the worksheets; 
however, these may be altered depending on the needs and interests of children. Each 
worksheet has a border with a certain design or pattern. Once the child completes the 
worksheet, the child can be encouraged to complete the design or pattern on the border. 
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someone asks you to introduce yourself, what you will say? What do 
you think the girl is saying to the guests?” and so on. You may prepare a 
similar picture reading poster on different themes. After picture reading, 
ask children to count the number of guests, the total number of persons 
in the picture and identify the similar pattern of clothes.

Activity 5: Find the Similar Object

Let the children identify and name the objects in each row. Then ask 
them to find the picture matching with the one given in the left box 
and colour it. Ask children to trace over the dotted lines using the same 
colour as that of the dot.

Activity 6: Complete the Bird

The worksheet has the figure of a bird. Let children join the dots to 
complete the bird and colour it or do the paper tearing and pasting 
in the bird. Encourage them to say the initial sound of the word  
‘bird’— (buh) and ask them to name the common birds that they see in 
their surroundings.

Activity 7: My Five Senses

Let the child identify the objects in each row and then match them with 
the sense organs in the right box. Encourage the child to talk about the 
sense organs and recite a rhyme on sense organs.

Activity 8: Keeping Me and My School Clean

Help the child understand that it is important to keep ourselves and our 
surroundings clean so that we are free of germs, and everything around 
us looks beautiful. Talk to them about how everything in the classroom 
and school should be clean and organised. Let the child match the 
appropriate objects used for cleaning the body and school with the two 
pictures given above.
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Activity 9: Animals and Birds Around Me

Recite the poem ‘मैं  तो  सो  रही  थी’ with actions with the children in the 
classroom. Encourage children to keep adding the names and sounds of 
animals and birds and continue the rhyme. Involve children in making 
animals or birds flashcards or puppets with easily available material 
and let them create a story or rhyme using animal flashcards or puppets.

Activity 10: I Have Feelings 

Help the child understand that we all have feelings, but it is important 
to learn to cope up with our feelings. Then ask the child to match the 
feelings with appropriate faces with similar expressions. Do some 
activities that will help them learn to cope up with their feelings.

Activity 11: Healthy Foods

Discuss healthy and unhealthy food habits. Encourage children to 
identify and name each food item. Ask children what they eat often in a 
day. Then ask the child to circle the healthy foods in each row.

Activity 12: Animals I Know

Let children talk about the animals that they know and have seen in their 
immediate surroundings. Let the child identify and name each animal 
and make sounds of the same. Then, ask the child to put the index finger 
on each animal and say the initial sound of its name. Ask them to start 
tracing the animals from the yellow dot, follow the arrow and finish on 
the red dot. While the children are joining the dots, encourage them to 
observe the food of the animals and let them think what the lion likes 
to eat.

Activity 13: Find the Odd One Out

Let children identify and name the pictures in each row and ask them to 
encircle the odd one out in each row and then trace over the dotted lines.

हाथी
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Activity 14: Big or Small Object

Let children identify and name big and small objects like, big and small 
umbrellas and balls. Then encourage  them to colour the big object RED 
and the small object BLUE.

Activity 15: Match the Shapes

Encourage children to identify and  match the shapes by drawing a line. 
Later ask them to tear and paste their favourite coloured paper in the shapes.

Activity 16: Animals I Know

Let children talk about the animals that they know and have seen in their 
immediate surroundings. Let the child identify and name each animal and 
make sounds of the same. Then, ask the child to put the index finger on 
each animal and say the initial sound of its name. Ask them to start tracing 
the animals from the yellow dot, follow the arrow and finish on the red dot. 
While the children are joining the dots, encourage them to observe the food 
of the animals and let them think what the lion likes to eat.

Activity 17: Things I Do Before Going to School

Let children look at the pictures, number the pictures in the correct order. 
Ask them to describe the action in each picture. Encourage them to draw 
their school in the last box. You may ask children to cut out each picture and 
arrange in the correct order and describe the arrangement.

Activity 18: My Favourite Food

Help children recite/sing the rhyme with actions. Talk about their favourite 
food and relate it with the Worksheets 18 and 19 done before on ‘Healthy 
Foods’. Talk about how plants help us, what food do we get from plants 
and so on.

Activity 19: Colour the Shapes

Explain the worksheet to the children. Encourage them to identify and 
name the shapes and colour the shapes as mentioned in the instructions:  
let them colour all the triangles in yellow, squares in green, and circles in 
blue colour.

Horse
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Activity 20: Stay Safe

Help the children understand the safe and unsafe situations, and discuss 
what they should do in such a situation. Be careful not to scare them. Let 
each child feel special and let them understand they have the right to feel 
safe and protected. Also talk about how they can keep themselves safe. 
Make them learn the various helpline numbers. In this worksheet, ask them 
to observe the pictures and tick the safe and unsafe tags as per the pictures.

Activity 21: Find and Circle the Differences 

Let children observe both the pictures. Ask them to find out the differences 
between both the pictures and circle the differences. You may prepare 
similar worksheets for children on different themes.

Activity 22: Find and Colour the Pattern

Let children look at the pattern , and fill the colours in the pattern. 
Encourage them to describe the pattern for example, apple- banana- 
apple- banana and again apple  and so on.

Activity 23: Create with Shapes

The worksheet has a few shapes drawn on the top. Encourage children to 
create figures, designs or patterns using these shapes. Later ask them to 
colour their pattern, design or figure.

Activity 24: My Creative Circles

The worksheet has six circle outlines, and children are encouraged to 
create anything of their choice from the given circles. One circle is given 
as an example.

Activity 25: My Toys (Picture Reading)

Let children observe the picture and talk about it. You may create a story 
on the picture. Ask children to identify and name the toys, count them 
and name the toys that they play with, etc. Involve them in creating 
and making of a toy using the no-cost materials or any materials easily 
available around them in the nature. 
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Activity 26: My Collage

Let children cut their favourite pictures related to body hygiene and 
cleanliness from old newspapers/magazines using a child-friendly 
scissor. Ask them to paste these as a collage in the given box. Encourage 
children to write a few lines about the pictures in the collage in their 
own way.

Activity 27: Animals and Birds Around Me

Recite the poem ‘Chirp-Chirp Says the bird’ with actions with the 
children in the classroom. Encourage children to keep adding the 
names and sounds of animals and birds and continue the rhyme. Involve 
children in making animals or birds flashcards or puppets with easily 
available material and let them create a story or rhyme using animal 
flashcards or puppets.

Activity 28:    (Match the Rhyming Words) 

Let children observe the pictures, name them and match the names of 
pictures rhyming with each other by drawing lines.

Activity 29: Rhyming Words

Let children observe and name the pictures and discuss how their names 
rhyme with each other— फल-नल, जग-टब, etc. Ask them to colour the 
happy face if the names of pictures rhyme and if they do not rhyme, ask 
them to colour the sad face.

Activity 30: Counting Objects (Numbers 1–10)

Let children observe and count the number of objects, and encircle the 
number of objects as directed in each box, for example, ‘encircle 10 
rotis — then the child is expected to circle only 10 rotis and so on.

Activity 31: Maze

Let children trace the maze with their index finger and help Siya take 
her cow to the cowshed. Then ask them to use a thick colour pencil to 
trace and draw a line in the maze and help Siya to take her cow to the 
cowshed.

लयातमक शब्द िमलान
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Activity 32: Biggest and Smallest

Ask children to tear and paste red coloured paper in the biggest object 
and yellow coloured paper in the smallest object.

Activity 33: Follow the Pattern

Let children  look at the patterns,  describe them and follow the same pattern 
in the  given space

Activity 34 and 35: Draw and Reach the Correct Number 

Let the children count and practice tracing the path with their finger. 
Then draw a line in the given path and match with the correct number 
of circles.

Activity 36: Complete the Caterpillar

Let children draw the number of circles to complete the caterpillar in 
each row. We can provide a similar worksheet to practice, like add the 
given number of coaches to the train, etc.

Activity 37: The Lion and the Mouse

Show the story cards and narrate the story to children. Ask questions 
like — What is this story about? Where did the story happen? What was 
the problem in the story? Which animals do you see in the pictures? 
What do you like in the story? Can you give another title to the story? 
Then encourage them to cut the story cards along the dotted lines (using 
the child-friendly scissors) and arrange them in the correct order and 
retell the story in their own words.

Activity 38: The Hunter and the Pigeon

Let children read the story cards and discuss — “What is the story about? 
Where did the story happen? What was the problem in the story? What 
did the birds do to get out of the net? Which bird has been shown in the 
story cards? Name the other birds you see in your locality, and so on.
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Then ask children to count the number of pigeons in each story card. 
Encourage children to cut the story cards along the dotted lines (using 
the child-friendly scissors) and arrange the story cards in the correct 
order and retell the story in their own words. Later children may be 
introduced to the popular song titled ‘एक िचड़ि्ा अनेक िचड़ि्ा’ँ.

Activity 39: Just the Right Size

Let the child identify and label the pictures as ‘big’, ‘medium’ and 
‘small’ as per their size. You may create a story on the given pictures 
or let the children create a story where they use the mathematical 
vocabulary, such as big-bigger-biggest or small-smaller-smallest and so 
on. Then using the child-friendly scissors, let children cut the pictures 
with dotted lines and paste at the appropriate place, for example, the 
medium bowl needs to be pasted below the medium doll and so on.

Activity 40: Big and Small

Ask children to paste big and small size shapes (cut from the old 
magazines or newspapers) in the given blank space.

Activity 41: Red Fort

Talk about Independence Day — our national festival and its importance. 
Let the child colour the National Flag and the Red Fort.

Activity 42: Kindness for Others

Have a discussion in circle time activity and talk about how we always 
need to treat animals with kindness. We must be kind in our actions. 
Let the children recite the poems with actions. Read aloud a story on 
animals. Help the children make a ‘fish’ by paper folding and let them 
paste the fish in the given space. They can also draw a fish.

Activity 43: Healthy Foods

Discuss healthy and unhealthy food habits. Encourage children to 
identify and name each food item. Ask children what they eat often in a 
day. Then ask the child to circle the healthy foods in each row.

Apple
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Activity 44 and 45: At the Playground (Picture Reading)

Let children look at the picture of a playground and talk about what is 
happening in it. Ask creative and critical thinking questions, some of the 
examples are given in the worksheet. Take children to a nearby park and 
let them enjoy free outdoor play. Ask them to collect fallen leaves, twigs, 
flowers, etc., and do the sorting and pattern making show and tell activities 
in the classroom. Later let children use the things or collections they have 
found to make a collage and do leaf printing, flower printing, etc.

Activity 46: My 10 Balloons

Create a story about Meena and Ravi. Tell them how once both wanted to 
play with colourful balloons. Let children add to the story and give a title 
to the story. Then ask them to count the balloons, colour them and then 
draw a string with each balloon and join the first bunch of balloons to the 
hands of Meena and the second bunch of balloons to the hands of  Ravi. 
Finally ask them to count the total number of balloons and write it in the 
box.

Activity 47: Count and Colour 

Ask the child to count the number of coaches of the train and colour them 
as per the colours given to each number. Sing a rhyme on numbers. Let 
the children collect empty matchboxes or food containers (or anything 
else easily available and having no cost) and guide them to create a small 
train with the material. Observe the children working in groups and how 
they talk to each other and share their material. Talk about— Have you 
ever been on a train journey? Where have you been? What other modes of 
transport have you seen? Do you enjoy traveling, etc.

Activity 48: I Clean Myself 

Let children talk about the objects that are used to keep one’s body clean. 
Encourage them to draw the appropriate objects as per the instructions 
given in the box and colour them.

Draw 
here
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Activity 49: Road Safety (Picture Reading)

Help children understand that being safe on the roads is very important. 
Guide them to follow the rules and safety procedures and discuss the 
signs written on the roadside. Then ask them to find and encircle the 
signs that they see commonly in their surroundings, especially near the 
road. Ask them to tick the people who are safe and cross the ones who 
are unsafe.

Activity 50: A Clean Body

Let children look at the objects used to clean the body, and ask them 
to identify and name them. Then ask them to match and circle the 
pictures given in each row with the body parts given in the box on the 
left side. For example, in the first row, the child is expected to match 
and encircle the ‘soap and shampoo’ and ‘comb’ with the picture of hair 
on the left side. Encourage the children to talk about the things they use 
for cleaning their body. 

Activity 51: Draw as Directed (As per your Senses)

This worksheet has empty boxes for each of the senses like—‘Things 
I see’, ‘Things I hear’, ‘Things I touch, ‘Things I smell’ and ‘Things I 
Taste’. Let the child draw objects as per the sense organs given.

Activity 52: Patterns with Fruits

Let children observe the different patterns of fruits. Describe each 
pattern to them, and ask them to complete the pattern in each row by 
drawing the fruits.

Activity 53: Counting Vehicles

Talk about the different modes of transport by discussing the vehicles 
that run on fuel, the classification of vehicles (as per land, water and 
air transport) and so on. Ask children to count and write the number of 
vehicles in the given boxes. Let them play with toy vehicles. Ask them 
to draw the picture of their favourite vehicle, and create DIY (do it 
yourself) toy vehicles using waste and no-cost materials.

Things I see
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Activity 54: 

बचचों को िचत्ों का अवलोकन करने देे,ं उनका नाम िलखने के िलए कहें और ग वाले िचत् 
ढूँ़ढ़कर उनमें रंग भरने दें।

Activity 55: 

बचचों को िचत्ों का अवलोकन करने देे,ं उनका नाम िलखने के िलए कहें और फ वाले िचत् 
ढूँ़ढ़कर उनमें रंग भरने दें।

Activity 56: Match the Shapes on the Dresses

Let children observe the picture and talk about the different shapes in 
the dresses in the picture. Then encourage children to match the dresses 
of children having same shapes. Finally ask them to count the number 
of shapes and write it in the given boxes.

Activity 57: Find and Match the Figure

Let children observe each row carefully and find the matching image 
(as given in the left box) with the image in the right row. You may 
encourage the child to talk about the direction and position of the 
objects. Once children complete the matching, ask them to join the 
dotted lines. 

Activity 58 and 59: Little Bird

Let children observe and talk about what is happening in the picture. 
You may ask questions like — “Do you see any birds around your 
school or your house? Which are those birds, where do you think they 
live? If a bird comes to your house, what will you do with it? Why do 
you think the bird comes to the window and balcony of your house? 
Will you keep that bird as a pet at your house?” 

Then encourage the child to —
	 Identify the pair of rhyming words in the poem.
	 	What is the initial sound you hear in the word ‘Bird’? What are the 

other words that begin with the same initial sound ‘Buh’?

ग  वाले िचत्र ढूढँो

फ  वाले िचत्र ढूंढो
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Talk about birds that the children see in their environment. Let children 
make the sounds of birds. Help children make a bird with the paper 
folding technique. Tell children story on birds with the help of puppets 
or any other thing.

Activity 60: Measure Heights in Your Own Way  

(Non-standard Units)

Let children look at the pictures of and count the number of squares. 
Ask them to colour the squares according to the height of the giraffe. 
Let children measure their own height using ribbons and compare it 
with the height of their friends.

Activity 61: Measure Lengths in Your Own Way  

(Non-standard Units)

Let children look at the modes of transport and colour the blocks 
according to the length of the vehicles and also count the number of 
blocks and write it in the box.

Activity 62: India Gate

Talk about India Gate and help children to recite the poem. Then ask 
children to join the numbers to complete the picture of India Gate. Sing 
rhymes and encourage children to say aloud the numbers in order and 
join the dots. Show picture charts or videos to children on the same.

Activity 63: Find the Toys 

Discuss the picture. Let the child observe the picture and trace the 
dotted lines with the index finger first and then trace over the dotted 
lines using the colour pencil or crayon to reach the toys. 

Activity 64: Care and Hygiene Chart

Explain the ‘Care and Hygiene Chart’ to children as shown in the 
worksheet. Let each child put a tick mark in each box for the activity 
they have done in a day of the week for their self-care and hygiene. 
Ask the child to use the same sheet to mark for each day and towards 
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the end of the week, they are expected to count and write the number 
of tick marks in the last column for the number of days they have done 
the activity.

Activity 65: Tracing Lines

Let children observe the pattern and first trace over the dots using their 
index finger. Then ask them to trace the dotted lines to complete the trees 
with the same colour as that of the dots. Encourage them to create a story of 
their own (you may ask them to do so in pairs or in small groups). 

Activity 66: Count and Write

Explain each picture to children. Let them put fingers on each item as they 
count. Then ask them to count and write the number of objects in the box.

Activity 67: Numbers

Let children count and colour the flowers in each box. Then fill up 
the colour in the correct circle showing the number of flowers. Let 
children talk about the variety of flowers they see in their surroundings. 
If possible, ask children to collect the fallen flowers from their 
surroundings and encourage them to make sets of flowers, collage with 
flowers, and so on.

Activity 68 and 69: Zero

Let children recite the whole poem. Talk about the birds they see in 
their immediate surroundings. Encourage them to repeat the poem and 
write the number as they sing— ‘one flew away’ and continue till they 
finish the activity.

Activity 70: Play with Numbers 

Let children identify and count the objects and find the total number 
of objects. Do such activities with other manipulatives and concrete 
materials during play time.

Laxmi picks 3 apples

4 3 5

2 laddoos
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Activity 71: 

Let children identify and name the pictures. Then ask them to encircle 
the beginning aksharas of the name of the picture. You may prepare 
similar worksheets for the remaining aksharas and their sounds.

Activity 72: 

Let children identify and name the pictures. Then ask them to encircle 
the beginning aksharas of the name of the picture. You may prepare 
similar worksheets for the remaining aksharas and their sounds.

Activity 73: Patterns with Geometric Shapes

Let children observe the different patterns of shapes. Describe each 
pattern to them and ask them to complete the pattern in each row by 
drawing the shapes.

Activity 74: Adding up the Vegetables

Let children identify and name the vegetables. Ask them to count the 
number of vegetables and write the total number in the given baskets.

Activity 75: Planes — 1 Less Plane Counting

Talk about air transport. Let children count the number of planes, 
and cross out one plane and then finally write the number of planes. 
Ask them to make a paper plane.

Activity 76: Join the Dots

Discuss the importance of washing hands before and after eating and 
after using the toilet. Let children join the dots of aksharas in sequence 
and complete the picture and read the aksharas aloud in order. Only few 
aksharas  are shown in the worksheet as example. Display the aksharas 
chart with corresponding pictures at the eye level of children in the 
classroom as a part of literacy-rich classroom.

ल   भ   म

धविन-िचत्र िमलान

म   फ   त

धविन-िचत्र िमलान
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Activity 77: Vegetables

Talk about the vegetables children know about and eat at home. Then let 
children identify, name, and count the number of vegetables given in each 
row. Then encourage them to draw the vegetables in the boxes given on the 
right side to match the number of vegetables given on the left side.

Activity 78: Beginning Letter Sounds

Let children identify and name each of the six pictures. Then encourage 
them to say the initial sound of the name of each animal or bird, for 
example, ‘Hen’ (h), Peacock (p), etc. You may also encourage them to 
say which other animal’s name starts with the initial sound — ‘h’, ‘p’, etc. 
After this, ask them to write the first letter of the name of each picture in 
the boxes given below each picture.

Activity 79: My Colourful Puzzle 

Explain the puzzle maze to the children. Let children colour the puzzle 
maze using the same colour as given in the worksheet.

Activity 80–91: Exemplar Theme Based Worksheet

In addition to the above worksheets, there are 12 more worksheets 
based on the themes — ‘My Family’ and ‘Animals’. These thematic 
worksheets are exemplar. Teacher can create more such worksheets on 
different themes.

Activity 92: Game on Good and Bad Habits (Snake and 

Ladders).

This worksheet on good and bad habits is based on the popular board 
game — snakes and ladders. After doing Activity 91, ask children to 
tear the sheets, paste the game on any thicker board and play with dice 
and counters. You may provide waste coloured bottle caps as counters. 
Discuss the rules of the game with children and let children know about 
the importance of following good habits in life.
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  What does the poem talk about?

  What is hanging on the tree?

  What is the shape of the roti?

  Name some other food items that are circular in shape.

  Touch and count each roti and colour it.

jksVhjksVh vxj isM+ ij yxrh

rksM+&rksM+ dj [kkrs]
rks ikik D;k xsgw¡ ykrs

vkSj mUgsa filokrs\
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jksVh dk isM+ fgykrs]
jksVh fxjrh Vi] Vi] Vi
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My Favourite Food
Activity 57

21

Animals I Know

Rabbit

Cow

Horse

Elephant

Goat

CatLion

Dog

Monkey

  Identify and name each animal.

  Try to make the sounds of each animal.

Activity 21
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My Picture Frame Activity 1
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All About Me! 

Myself
I am special
I am special
Look at me;
you will see,

Someone very special,
Someone very special,

Because It’s me,
Because It’s me. 

My Favourite

Colour:  _________________________ 
   

Shape:  _________________________ 
 

Food:  _________________________

My BirthdayMy Family Photo

Paste your  
family photo here

(Draw yourself)

This is Me!

Activity 2
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Understanding Self

This is Me! 
�	What is my name?

_______________________________________

�	How old am I? Circle the number.

�	Am I a Boy or a Girl? 

�	Circle and colour it accordingly.

(Draw yourself)

1

4

2

5

3

6

�	My mother’s name is ______________________________________________________

�	My father’s name is ______________________________________________________

�	My caregiver’s name is ___________________________________________________

Activity 3
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My Family and My Friends

Look at the picture and talk about it.

�	What is happening in the picture?
�	Do you also visit someone’s house with your parents?
�	When you go to someone’s place, how do you greet them?
�	If someone asks you to introduce yourself, what will you say?
�	How do you help your parents when you have guests at home?

�	Count the number of guests and write in the box. 

�	Write the total number of persons you see in the picture. 

�	Identify two persons wearing similar pattern clothes. 

Activity 4
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Find the Similar Object Activity 5
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Join the dots and complete the bird.

Complete the BirdActivity 6
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My Five Senses

Match the sense organ you will use for each group.

कूड़ाद़ान

Activity 7
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Keeping Me and My School Clean

�	Match the objects used for cleaning the body.
�	Match the objects used for cleaning the school. 

Broom

NailcutterToothbrush

Toothpaste

Comb

Water bucket

Mop

Mug

Dustbin

owQM+knku

Soap

ब़ालव़ािटक़ा

Activity 8
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Animals and Birds around Me

िचि़िया

कुत्ा

बकरी

मैं तो सो रही थी
मैं तो सो रही थी
मझु ेिचिडय़ा ने जग़ाय़ा 
बोली चीं-चीं-चीं

 मैं तो सो रही थी
 मैं तो सो रही थी
 मझु ेग़ाय ने जग़ाय़ा 
 बोली म़ा-म़ा-म़ा

मैं तो सो रही थी
मैं तो सो रही थी
मझु ेकुत् ेने जग़ाय़ा
बोल़ा भौं-भौं-भौं

 मैं तो सो रही थी
 मैं तो सो रही थी
 मझु ेिबलली ने जग़ाय़ा 
 बोली मय़ाऊँ- मय़ाऊँ-मय़ाऊँ

मैं तो सो रही थी
मैं तो सो रही थी
मझु ेबकरी ने जग़ाय़ा 
बोली मैं-मैं-मैं

िबल्ी

गाय

दखेो, पहच़ानो और ऩाम बत़ाओ।

गीत गाओ

मैं तो सो रही थी

Activity 9
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I Have Feelings

Match the feelings with faces.

Activity 10
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Healthy Foods

गाजर 

कोल्ड िड्रंक

नू्ड्स

बरगर 

अमरूद

के्ा

पा्क

समोसा

तरबूज

Activity 11

प्रतयेक परंि्त में स्वसथ भोजन पर गो्ा ्गाइए।
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Animals I Know

खरगोश

ग़ाय

घोड़ा

ह़ाथी

बकरी

िबलली

शरे

कुत़्ा

बंदर

�	पहच़ानो और प्रतयेक पश ुक़ा ऩाम बत़ाओ। 

�	कय़ा आप इन पशओु ंकी आव़ाज़ें िनक़ाल सकते हो?

Activity 12
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Find the Odd One Out Activity 13
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�	Colour the big object RED.
�	Colour the small object BLUE.

Big or Small ObjectActivity 14
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Match the Shapes Activity 15

�	Draw a line to connect the shapes that match.
�	Then tear and paste your favourite coloured paper in the shapes.
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Animals I Know

Rabbit

Cow

Horse

Elephant

Goat

Cat

Lion

Dog

Monkey

�	Identify and name each animal.
�	Try to make the sounds of each animal.

Activity 16
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Things I Do Before Going to School

�	Number the following pictures in the correct order.
�	Describe the actions in each picture. 

Draw your school 
here.

Activity 17
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�	What does the poem talk about?
�	What is hanging on the tree?
�	What is the shape of the roti?
�	Name some other food items that are circular in shape.
�	Touch and count each roti and colour it.

रोटी अगर पेड पर लगती 
तोड-तोड कर ख़ाते,
तो प़ाप़ा कय़ा गेहू ँल़ाते
और उनहें िपसव़ाते?
रोज़ सवेरे उठकर हम
रोटी क़ा पेड िहल़ाते,
रोटी िगरती टप, टप, टप
उठ़ा-उठ़ा कर ख़ाते।

 – िनरंकार दवे सेवक

My Favourite FoodActivity 18

रोटी
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Colour the Shapes

Help Siya in colouring the shapes.

�	All the triangles  in yellow colour

�	All the squares  in green colour

�	All the circles  in blue colour

Count and write.

	  = __________      = __________     = __________

Activity 19
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Stay Safe

Tick for safe  and cross for unsafe .

Safe Unsafe

Safe Unsafe

Safe Unsafe

Safe Unsafe

Safe Unsafe

Safe Unsafe

Safe Unsafe

Activity 20
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Find and Circle the Differences Activity 21
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Look at the coloured pattern and fill the colours following the pattern.

Follow and Colour the PatternActivity 22
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Create with Shapes Activity 23
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�	Create anything of your choice with the following circles.
�	One has been done for you as an example.

My Creative CirclesActivity 24
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Siya, Rahul and Amandeep are playing with their favourite toys. There are 
different toys present at their home. 

My Toys (Picture Reading)

�	How many toys can you see in the picture? Write the number  
in the box. 

�	Where do you keep your toys after you have finished playing with 
them?

Activity 25

Draw your favourite toy here.
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My Collage

�	Collect pictures related to body hygiene and cleanliness from the 
newspapers.

�	Cut and paste them in the given box.
�	Talk about your picture collage.
�	Give an interesting name to your collage.

Activity 26

Create a Collage
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Activity 27

The Bird

The Dog

The Goat

The Cat

The Cow

Identify and name each animal.

Sing the Rhyme

Animals and Birds Around Me

Chirp-Chirp

 Says the bird

Moo-Moo

 Says the Cow

Bow-Wow

 Says the dog

Meow-meow

 Says the cat

Bleat-bleat

 Says the goat
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्यातमक शबद िम्ान (Match the Rhyming Words)

नल

लकडीजग

मग

आलू फल

मकडी भ़ालू

Activity 28
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जग

If the names of given pictures rhyme, colour the happy face. If the names 
of given pictures do not rhyme, colour the sad face.

Draw any two pictures with rhyming names in the given box.

फ्

टबन्

Rhyming Words Activity 29
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Counting Objects (Numbers 1–10)Activity 30

Encircle the correct number of objects.

Encircle 10 rotis Encircle 6 stars

Encircle 7 balls Encircle 9 drops
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Maze

Help Siya to take her cow to the shed.

Activity 31
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Tear and paste red  coloured paper in the biggest object and  

yellow  paper in the smallest object.

Biggest and SmallestActivity 32
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Follow the Pattern Activity 33

�	Look at the patterns.
�	Draw similar pattern in the given space.
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�	Count the number of objects for each path.
�	Draw a line in the given path and match with the group of objects with 

correct counting.

Draw and Reach the Correct NumberActivity 34
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Activity 35
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Complete the Caterpillar

Draw and colour the circles as per the number given. 

5

7

9

6

4

2

Activity 36
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The Lion and the Mouse Activity 37

�	Narrate the story to children by showing each story card.
�	Let the child cut the story cards, arrange them in the correct order and  

retell the story in their own words. 
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The Hunter and Pigeon

�	Narrate the story for children by showing each story card.
�	Let the child cut the story cards, arrange them in the correct order and  

retell the story in their own words. 

Activity 38
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Just the Right Size

Big
Medium

Small

�	Identify and name the ‘big’, ‘medium’ and ‘small’ pictures.
�	Cut the pictures given below and paste them in the correct order.

Activity 39
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Paste big and small shapes in this box.

Big and SmallActivity 40
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्ा् िक्ा और राष्ट्रध्वज  
में ररंग भररए!

Red Fort

ितररंगा देश का झरं्डा,
ितररंगा शान भारत की।

ितररंगा चाँद से ऊँचा, 
ितररंगा आन भारत की।

ितररंगा आखँ का तारा, 
ितररंगा जान भारत की।

इसे ऊँचा उठाएगेँ, 
यही पहचान भारत की।

Activity 41
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Kindness for Others

Always be Kind to Animals
Be kind to animals

morning, noon and night.
For animals have feelings too

so do not fright
always love them right.

मछली जल की रानी है
मछली जल की ऱानी है
जीवन उसक़ा प़ानी है

ह़ाथ लग़ाओ डर ज़ाएगी
ब़ाहर िनक़ालो मर ज़ाएगी
प़ानी में ड़ालो जी ज़ाएगी

Draw a fish here
or 

Make a fish by paper folding

Activity 42

Recite the poems given below.
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Healthy Foods

Encircle the healthy foods in each row.

Carrot

Cold drink

Noodles

Pizza

Apple

Mango

Spinach

Samosa

Corn

Activity 43
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Look at the picture.

�	Talk about what is happening in the picture.
�	Look at the children and adults. What are they doing?

कूड़ाद़ान

At the Playground (Picture Reading)Activity 44
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Ask creative and critical thinking questions.

�	What games are childen playing? 
�	Why do you think bees are flying near the flowers?
�	Which game would you play if you visit this playground?
�	If two more children join the sand play, how many children  

will be there? Write the number in the box.
�	If one child gets off from the swing, how many children  

will be left on the swings? Write the number in the box.

Draw the park here that you 
would like to visit and play.

Activity 45
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Meena and Ravi want to play with colourful balloons.

�	Name the colours of the balloons.
�	Touch each balloon and count them.
�	Now give each balloon string to the hand of Meena and Ravi.

How many total balloons are there? Write the number in  
the box.

My 10 BalloonsActivity 46
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Count and Colour 

1
23

4
5

�	How many coaches can you see in the train? _________________

�	Colour the coaches of the train. 

	 1.       2.       3.       4.       5.       6.       7.  

6

7

Activity 47
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I Clean Myself

�	Encourage the child to draw the object in the box and colour them.
�	Discuss how each of these objects are used for self-care and hygiene 

and why are they important?

I clean my teeth with this

Draw here

Draw here

Draw here

Draw here

I wash my hair with this

I wash my body with this

I use this to dry myself

Activity 48
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Road Safety (Picture Reading) Activity 49

�	What do you see in the picture?
�	Tick () the people who are safe and cross () the ones who are unsafe.

�	What does each light on the traffic light indicate?
�	Count the number of vehicles you see on the road and write it in the box.

Two wheelers Four wheelersThree wheelers

School Bus

School Bus

DL123
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A Clean BodyActivity 50

Match and encircle the object/objects given in each row with the body 
parts given on the left side.

Soap and ShampooHair

Hands

Teeth

Nails

Toothpaste and 
Tooth brush Comb

Soap and Water Comb Towel

Towel Handkerchief Nail cutter

Towel Soap and water Nail cutter

Toothpaste 
दंत मंजन Toothbrush Water

Nose
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Draw as Directed (As per your Senses)

Things I see

Things I touch

Things I taste

Things I hear

Things I smell

Activity 51
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Patterns with Fruits

Complete the patterns

Activity 52
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Counting Vehicles Activity 53

Count and write the number of vehicles

How many trucks are there?

How many rickshaws are there?

How many bullock carts are there?

How many bicycles are there?

AB1223

PQ4125
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ग ्वा्े िचत्र ढूढँोActivity 54

गनऩा

गमल़ा

गद़ा

गणशे

फल

गहऩा

�	िचत्र दखेें और ऩाम बत़ाए।ँ
�	‘ग’ धविन से शरुू होने व़ाले िचत्ररों में रंग भरें।
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फ ्वा्े िचत्र ढूढँो Activity 55

�	िचत्र दखेें और ऩाम बत़ाए।ँ
�	‘फ’ धविन से शरुू होने व़ाले िचत्ररों में रंग भरें।

फसल

फली

चममच

िचिडय़ा

फ़ाटक

फल
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Match the Shapes on the Dresses

�	Look at the picture and talk about it.
�	Observe the different shapes on the children’s dress.
�	Now match the dresses having same shapes.

Now, count the number of shapes and write it in the boxes.

Activity 56
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Find and Match the Figure Activity 57
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Little BirdActivity 58

Sing and enjoy the poem.

Once I saw a little bird

Come, I hop, hop, hop,

I cried, “Little Bird.

Will you stop, stop, stop?”

I was going to the window

To say, “How do you do?”

But it shook his little tail

And away it flew.

Colour the picture.
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Activity 59

Peacock

�	Look at each picture and name the bird.
�	Say the initial sound of the name of each bird.
�	Identify and name the birds that have the same initial letter sound.

Hen

Crow

Parrot Pigeon

Duck
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Measure Heights in Your Own Way (Non-Standard Units)

�	How many squares tall is each giraffe? Colour the squares.
�	Count the numbers.

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Activity 60
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Measure Lengths in Your Own Way (Non-Standard Units)

How many blocks long is each transport? Colour those blocks and write 
the number in the given box.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Activity 61
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India Gate Activity 62

Join the numbers and complete 
the picture.

I N D I A

गंग़ा, यमनु़ा, यह़ँा नम्मद़ा,
मिंदर, मि्जद के संग िगरज़ा,

श़ंाित पे्रम की दते़ा िशक़्ा,
मरे़ा भ़ारत सद़ा सव्मद़ा।
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Find the Toys

�	Pick the appropriate colour and trace over the dotted lines.
�	Identify and name each toy.
�	Say the initial sound that you hear in each toy.
�	Write the initial letter of each toy.

Activity 63
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�	Put a () in each day box for the activity that you 
have done in a day of the week for your self-care and 
hygiene.

�	Count and write the number in the right box for the 
number of days you did the activity.

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

Brushing 
teeth 

(Morning)

Combing 
hair

Taking 
bath

Brushing 
teeth 

(Night)

Washing 
face

Care and Hygiene ChartActivity 64
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Tracing Lines Activity 65
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Count and Write 

Count and write the number of objects in the given box.

Total apples 
picked

Laxmi picks 3 apples

Sitaram ate  
3 laddoos

2 birds on the tree

Radha picks 4 apples

His mother gave  
him 2 more to eat

2 more came

Total laddoos 
Sitaram ate

Total birds  
in all

Activity 66
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Count and colour the flowers. Fill up the colour in the correct circle.

2 3 1

7 5 6

5 7 6

3 2 1

4 3 5

8 10 9

3 5 4 9 7 8 1 2 3

Numbers Activity 67
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5 little birds sitting on a tree.

One flew away,

4 little birds sitting on a tree.

One flew away,

3 little birds sitting on a tree.

How many 
are left?

How many 
are left?

ZeroActivity 68
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One flew away,

One flew away,

One flew away,

2 little birds sitting on a tree.

1 little bird sitting on a tree.

How many 
are left?

How many 
are left?

How many 
are left?

Activity 69
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Count the objects and find how many in total.

Total

fish

Total

carrots

Total

trees

Total

laddoos

Total

umbrellas

2 fish and 1 more fish

3 carrots and 2 more carrots

1 tree and 3 more trees

2 laddoos and 2 more laddoos

5 umbrellas and 1 more umbrella

Play with NumbersActivity 70
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ध्विन-िचत्र िम्ान Activity 71

ल     भ     म

भ    ग    म

ग     ड     म

भ     ग    म

ग     भ     म

भ    स    म

ग     भ     म

ग    भ    म

ग    म    भ

ग    म    ब

भ     ग     म

ख    म    ग

िजस ध्विन से िचत्र का नाम शुरू होता है उस पर गो्ा ्गाइए।
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ध्विन-िचत्र िम्ानActivity 72

िजस ध्विन से िचत्र का नाम शुरू होता है उस पर गो्ा ्गाइए।

घ     त    म त     न    ब म     छ    त

म     त    स न     म    त त     न    ख

न     ग    त न     म    त त     म    न

त     म    न म     फ    त ल     न    त
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Patterns with Geometric Shapes

Complete the patterns.

Activity 73
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Adding up the Vegetables

Count the vegetables. How many added together?

Activity 74
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Planes — 1 Less Plane Counting

Count the number of planes.

How many planes are there?

Cross-out 1 plane.

How many planes are there after crossing out 1 plane?

Activity 75
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Join the DotsActivity 76

क

ख

ग

ङ

घ

च छ
ज

झ
ञ

ट
ठ

ड
ढ

ण
त

थ
द

ध
नप

�	Join the dots and complete the picture.
�	Read the aksharas aloud.

Note : Only few aksharas are shown in the worksheet as an example.
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�	Look at the vegetables and count them in each box.
�	Now draw the vegetables in the right box to make collections equal.

Vegetables Activity 77
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Beginning Letter Sounds

�	Look, identify and name each picture.
�	Say the initial sounds of the names of each picture.
�	Write the first letter of each picture.

R H E D P C

Activity 78
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My Colourful Puzzle

�	Look at the coloured boxes.
�	Now colour the shapes given below using the same colour as that of 

the boxes given above.

Activity 79
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My Family

Draw your family picture here.

Family
Activity 80
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My House

� Talk about your house and family.
�  Count the number of 

squares  and write  
it down.

�  Count the number  
of triangles  and 
write it down.

�  Count the number of 
leaves  and write  
it down. 

Family
Activity 81
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Measure Heights in Your Own Way

�	How many squares tall is each lady?
�	Count the number of squares and colour them.

Note :
�	Help the children cut each picture along the outlines (use child friendly scissors).
�	Encourage them to arrange the pictures of ladies in order of their height and describe, for 

example, ‘this lady is the tallest, this lady is shorter than this... and this lady is the shortest  
in height’.

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1  2  1  2  1  2

Family
Activity 82
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How many Family Members?

� Count the family members.
� Encircle or colour the correct number.

3

4

4

5

4

2

1

1

2

1

3

2

5

5

2

4

1

3

5

3

Family
Activity 83
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Complete the Patterns

� Look and describe the pattern.
� Cut and paste the correct picture in the given space to complete the pattern. 

Family
Activity 84
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Shapes in my House 

� Colour the picture using the colour code.

� Count and write the number of shapes.

..................... ..................... ..................... .....................

Yellow Red Blue Green

Family
Activity 85
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Family Picnic (Picture Reading)

Look at the picture 
� What is happening in the picture?
� Have you been on a picnic with your family?
� What items would you like to eat when you go for a picnic?

�  How many people are 
there in the family?  

�  Draw the pattern 
given in the fruit 
basket.

Family
Activity 86
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Circle the Odd One

� Identify and name the animals and birds.
� Encircle the odd one in each box.

Cat

Crocodile

Duck

Fish

Cat

Camel

DogHorse

Peacock

Peacock

Monkey

Monkey

Parrot

Parrot

Pigeon

Rabbit

Animals
Activity 87
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Match the Shadow

Cow

Cat

Monkey

Goat

Horse

� Match the picture with their shadows.

Animals
Activity 88
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I Spy Animals

� Identify and name the animals.
� Say the initial sound of each animal’s name.

� Count and write the number of animals in the box.

Animals
Activity 89
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Maze

Help the cat to reach the mouse.

Animals
Activity 90
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िबरंदु िम्ान

क

ख
ग

घ

च
छ

ज

झ
ट

ठ
ड

ढ

त
थ

द

ध
न

पफब

भम
य

रलव

श
ष

स
ह

� ल़ाल  िबंद ुसे िमल़ान शरुू कीिजए।
� अब िचत्र में अपनी पसंद क़ा रंग भररए।

Animals
Activity 91
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Game on Good and Bad Habits (Snake and Ladders)Activity 92
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